On intelligence and crime: A comparison of incarcerated sex offenders and serious non-sexual violent criminals
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Abstract

The impact of low IQ on crime has been a focus of debate for several decades now. Although sociologists have virtually removed it from the list of possible factors influencing crime, the impact of IQ on crime continues to generate a significant amount of scientific research and a substantial number of publications. The purpose of this study is to assess intellectual levels and to compare two groups of incarcerated criminals. Using MANCOVA and ANCOVA procedures, 261 sex offenders and 150 non-sexual violent criminals were compared on IQ subscales. The results show significant differences on vocabulary, comprehension, arithmetic, mental math computations, object assembly, letter–number sequencing, and perception subscales, as well as on performance IQ and total IQ. The impacts of penal filtering and sample composition are hypothesized to explain differences between the two subgroups. Theoretical and practical implications are discussed.
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1. Intelligence and crime

Over the last few decades, much evidence has suggested that intellectual functioning is associated with crime (Hirschi & Hindelang, 1977; Wilson & Herrnstein, 1985). While many researchers consider sociological factors, such as ethnicity or poverty, to be largely responsible for crime, others
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have attempted to demonstrate the importance of intellectual functioning in the understanding of
criminal behavior. There have been two main explanations of the role of intellectual performance in
crime. First, crime and criminality have been said to be indirectly influenced by a low IQ associated
with poor school performance, job performance, and adaptation and social integration in general
(Herrnstein & Murray, 1994; Magdol, Moffitt, Caspi, & Silva, 1998; Ward & Tittle, 1994). A
second common explanation of the intelligence–crime relationship is what could be called the direct
hypothesis, according to which low-IQ individuals are less likely to anticipate the consequences of
their actions and to understand suffering in others (Cusson, 1998). Intelligence may therefore be
hypothesized to influence the development of the criminal career, on the one hand, and the way
crimes are committed, on the other. Thus, studies of the intelligence–crime relationship have mainly
focused on two specific areas: a) assessment of the negative impact of intellectual functioning on
the seriousness of the criminal career, and b) assessment of the influence of low IQ on modus
operandi variables such as the planning and seriousness of offenses.

In an attempt to understand the intelligence–crime relationship, many researchers have addressed
the question of the IQ–crime relationship by studying the criminal career (Moffitt, Caspi, Silva, &
so, researchers have compared delinquents with non-delinquents and chronic offenders with one-time
offenders on IQ scales. For example, Gibson and West (1970) compared 8- to 9-year-old delinquents
with non-delinquents on intelligence test scores. Even after controlling for socio-economic status
(SES), the subjects in the delinquent groups scored lower on verbal and non-verbal subtests. These
results were later confirmed by Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin (1972), who used a cohort of 9945
subjects tested on IQ scores. The differences found varied from 5 to 10 points, with non-delinquent
subgroups scoring higher. Yeudall, Fromm-Auch, and Davies (1982) also found significant
differences between delinquents and non-delinquents. The differences ranged from 18.9 points on
non-verbal scores to 21.8 points on verbal scores.

The differences found between delinquents and non-delinquents are generally considered to be of
approximately 8 points, or half a standard deviation. Nevertheless, Moffitt (1990) suggested that
results from aggregated samples showing differences between delinquents and non-delinquents might
in fact be hiding larger differences (namely, between serious delinquents and non-delinquents). More
sophisticated designs, involving better criminal subtype classifications, were therefore said to be
required to effectively assess the IQ–crime relationship.

Using a sample of 9945 subjects, Wolfgang et al. (1972) compared one-time offenders with
chronic offenders. Even after controlling for SES and race, differences of 8.1 points for Caucasians
and 10.6 points for blacks were observed between the two groups, with one-time offenders
obtaining higher scores than chronic offenders. Using a sample of 536 boys and girls, Moffitt
(1990) found similar results. While differences of approximately 8 points could be observed
between delinquents and non-delinquents, the differences rose to 17 points between non-delinquents
and chronic delinquents. Similar results were more recently observed by Kratzer and Hodgins
(1999), using a cohort of 13,852 subjects. Their results showed that among four groups of
delinquents, stable early starters were those with the lowest IQ scores compared with other groups
of delinquents. Other similar results concerning the inverse relationship between intellectual level
and seriousness of the criminal career have been reported elsewhere in the literature (Cymbalisty,
Schuck, & Dubec, 1975; Gabrielli & Mednick, 1980; Lynam, Moffitt, & Stouthamer-Loeber, 1993;
Moffitt et al., 1981).
In sum, these results tend to confirm the idea that non-delinquents perform better on IQ tests than delinquents. Moreover, chronic delinquents obtain lower scores than one-time offenders. Considering that persistence of delinquent behavior is related to aggravation (LeBlanc & Fréchette, 1989), many researchers have attempted to study the relationship between intellectual level and seriousness of the offense.

2. Intelligence and violent crimes

In an attempt to understand the relationship between IQ and delinquency, Spellacy (1977, 1978) studied Wechsler IQ scores for incarcerated offenders. Non-violent subjects, comparable in terms of age, race, and laterality, were compared with violent offenders. Violent offenders showed lower scores, with differences ranging from 10.3 points to 13.8 points, compared with non-violent offenders. Similar results were observed by Holland and his colleagues (Holland, Beckett, & Levi, 1981; Holland & Holt, 1975). While for Spellacy (1977, 1978) such results reflect organic problems, Holland et al. emphasize the difficulties encountered by low-IQ offenders. An association between intellectual level and violence has also been observed longitudinally by Crocker and Hodgins (1997), using a cohort of 15,117 subjects.

Research has also shown that high IQ scores serve as a protection against criminogenic environmental influences (Kandel et al., 1988). However, considering the great heterogeneity of criminals and the great heterogeneity of crimes, few researchers have attempted to study the relationship between IQ and crime by separating criminals into subtypes. Among the criminals considered to show the most differences from all other criminals, sex offenders make up a special subgroup, along with white-collar criminals (Hanson, Scott, & Steffy, 1995). In fact, sex offenders are often considered to be different types of criminals, at least in terms of their endorsement of “rape myths” (Burt, 1980) and in various criminal career aspects (Boutin, 1999; Proulx, Ouimet, Boutin, & Lussier, 2001). According to Hanson et al. (1995), child molesters are different from non-sexual criminals not only in terms of background variables (e.g., marital status and education) but also with respect to type of recidivism.

As mentioned earlier, studies on the IQ–crime relationship have always been approached with caution by the scientific community. Considering the strong sociological roots of criminology, hypotheses examining the possibility that criminal behavior may somehow be related to stable factors have led to numerous disconfirmation studies. The criticisms directed toward an IQ and crime hypothesis have focused on three main aspects. First, some scholars have argued that more intelligent criminals are less likely to be arrested (Moffitt & Silva, 1988; Murchison, 1926; Stark, 1975). However, although the differential detection hypothesis was a promising explanation of differences between criminals and non-criminals, cohort studies (Moffitt & Silva, 1988) using self-reported delinquency have failed to confirm this. Second, one of the most common alternative explanations of the differences between delinquents and non-delinquents is the spurious relationship, or the effect of a third variable (Lynam et al., 1993). Most of the differences were said to be attributable to SES or race. But again, studies statistically controlling for either race or socio-economic status (Hodges & Plow, 1990; Lynam et al., 1993; Ward & Tittle, 1994) have failed to confirm the spuriousness of the relationship. Third, some researchers have argued that the poor scores obtained by delinquents were in fact a matter of motivation. Those supporting such a hypothesis suggested that young delinquents
were much less motivated by academic exercises (such as IQ tests) than non-delinquents, and it was this lack of motivation that could at least partly explain the differences in IQ scores. In order to test that hypothesis, Lynam et al. (1993) coded subjects according to test motivation. The results showed no significant decreases in IQ differences between delinquents and non-delinquents after controlling for the motivation of the subjects.

3. Intelligence and crime in sex offenders

Among studies of intellectual performance, a wide range of studies have discussed the impact of intellectual functioning on either the criminal career or the modus operandi of sex offenders. Only a few studies have attempted to empirically investigate the question (Okami & Goldberg, 1992). Much of the research on sex offenders has addressed the question of the specificity of sex offenders by comparing sex offenders with traditional criminals. Most studies did not find significant differences between the two groups (Langevin, Paitich, & Russon, 1985; Tarter, Hegedus, Alterman, & Katz-Garris, 1983; Vera, Barnard, & Holzer, 1979). Other studies have compared certain subtypes of sex offenders with traditional criminals. While some did find significant differences between certain subtypes of sex offenders and generic non-sexual criminals (Hucker et al., 1988; Karacan et al., 1974; Langevin, Wertzman, Wright, & Handy, 1989; Ruff, Templer, & Ayers, 1976), others failed to observe such differences (Ford & Linney, 1995).

The results of studies on sex offenders are not yet conclusive, for several reasons. First, from a methodological standpoint, measures of intellectual levels differ from one research setting to another. An overview of such studies indicates that not all studies used validated psychometric intelligence tests. The use of qualitative evaluations of subjects’ intellectual functioning may have jeopardized the validity of some studies. Second, important differences exist between the samples used to study the intelligence–crime relationship. The failure to establish important distinctions within sex offender subtypes has typically resulted in the use of heterogeneous types of samples, composed of subjects awaiting trial, incarcerated offenders, individuals subjected to alternative penalties such as fines, probation, or community work, subjects from psychiatric facilities, hands-on, and hands-off offenders, etc. This variety may in large part explain the apparently contradictory results. Confusion and misleading conclusions may arise from such methodological flaws. Many methodological problems plague the search for detailed, more specific data. Therefore, the aim of our study was to compare hands-on sex offenders with non-sexual violent (NSV) offenders.

4. Method

4.1. Subjects

The subjects in this study consisted of a sample of 411 offenders incarcerated at the Regional Reception Centre (RRC), a maximum-security facility of Correctional Services of Canada. The sample was comprised of offenders from the Province of Québec sentenced to two or more years of incarceration, who are all channeled through the RRC. The subjects’ treatment needs and correctional risk levels were evaluated during a 4- to 6-week procedure. Of the 411 offenders, 261 were sex
offenders and 150 were non-sexual violent (NSV) offenders. Ninety-four percent of the total number of sex offenders transiting through the RRC between 1995 and 1999 agreed to take part in the study. For the 150 randomly selected NSV offenders, only IQ test results were collected from the files. A criminal was considered a sex offender when one of his offenses involved sexual contact with the victim. The offenders considered were all hands-on offenders, which means that they all had physical contact with their victims. Hands-off offenders such as voyeurs, exhibitionists, and other paraphiliacs were excluded, unless they had committed a sexual aggression. The non-sexual violent offenders in the sample had mainly committed homicide, armed robbery, and assault. At the time of evaluation, the mean age of the sex offenders (36.2 years, S.D. = 10.1; range of 18 to 71) was significantly higher \( (F=40.9, \ p \leq 0.001) \) than the mean age of the NSV criminals (30.1 years, S.D. = 7.3; range of 18 to 71). The sex offenders had a lower level of education \( (t=-4.2, \ p \leq 0.001) \) than the NSV offenders (8.2 vs. 9.1 years). Overall, 36.4% of the subjects were married or living common-law, and 63.6% were single or widowed. None of the subjects was severely mentally disordered (i.e. diagnosed with a psychotic or mood disorder).

4.2. Procedure

The data collection covered a variety of dimensions – namely, personal characteristics of the offender (family, experiences of childhood victimization, juvenile delinquency, adult delinquency), characteristics of the criminal event that led to conviction (pre-crime situation and the crime scenario), and characteristics of the crime and the victim – and included a number of psychological tests, including IQ tests. Those computerized IQ test results were used in this study.

4.3. Measures

This study deliberately used a limited number of variables, and used a sample of incarcerated sex offenders without distinction as to subtypes. Considering the great heterogeneity of sex offenders (Knight & Prentky, 1990; Knight, Rosenberg, & Schneider, 1985; Proulx, Perreault, & Ouimet, 1999), the use of a validated and reliable taxonomic system (i.e. Knight & Prentky, 1990) would have been preferable. Unfortunately, it was impossible to use a typology due to the small number of subjects for which all the information was available for coding. The strategy of including all incarcerated sex offenders allowed for the inclusion of other subgroups of sex offenders, such as incest and pseudo-incest offenders and marital rapists, thus considerably expanding the sex offender population coverage.

4.4. IQ

We used a validated computerized assessment of intelligence, the Tests d’Aptitudes Informatisés (TAI) (Pépin & Loranger, 1993, 1997; Portugais, Daudelin, Loranger, & Pépin, 1995). The TAI includes a total of eleven scales measuring various aspects of intelligence: vocabulary, verbal logical reasoning, knowledge, comprehension, arithmetic, mental math computations, object assembly, letter–number sequencing, spatial relationships, perception, and working memory. The TAI is a test similar to Wechsler family tests assessing important dimensions of intelligence, and it uses similar total (TIQ), verbal (VIQ), and performance (PIQ) indexes.
5. Results

The aim of this study was to compare sex offenders with NSV offenders on IQ results, namely, on all eleven scales, as well as on three composite indexes. To test for significant differences between the eleven intelligence subscales and the independent fixed factor of criminal subtype, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was performed. In order to control for the possible confounding effects of other relevant variables, covariates were used to statistically control for the subjects’ age and highest level of schooling completed. Three additional simple analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) were conducted in order to compare sex offenders with NSV criminals on composite VIQ, PIQ, and TIQ scales. The results are shown in Table 1.

The results of the MANCOVA indicated significant group effects (Hotelling’s $T^2=32.144$, $F(11,394)=2.83$, $p<0.001$) as well as significant age (Hotelling’s $T^2=173.264$, $F(11,394)=15.28$, $p<0.0001$) and highest level of schooling completed effects (Hotelling’s $T^2=141.512$, $F(11,394)=12.47$, $p<0.0001$). Differences between sex offenders and NSV criminals were mainly attributable to the latter’s higher scores on the vocabulary subscale ($F=7.77$, $p<0.01$), as well as on the comprehension ($F=5.68$, $p<0.05$), arithmetic ($F=7.92$, $p<0.01$), mental math computations ($F=11.14$, $p<0.001$), object assembly ($F=10.50$, $p<0.001$), letter–number sequencing ($F=4.18$, $p<0.05$), and perception subscales ($F=4.95$, $p<0.05$).

The second part of Table 1 presents results from three separate ANCOVAs conducted with the VIQ, PIQ and TIQ composite indexes. While sex offenders and NSV criminals showed similar low VIQ scores (with means of 82.2 and 86.6, respectively, $F(1,378)=1.64$, n.s.), the ANCOVA results showed significant differences for PIQ ($F(1,378)=5.81$, $p<0.05$) and TIQ scores ($F(1,378)=4.28$, $p<0.05$). To aid in an understanding of the test results for the two groups, Fig. 1 shows the TIQ distributions. The distribution for sex offenders is seen to be slightly platykurtic with a positive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Multivariate analyses of variances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex offenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal logical reasoning</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental math computations</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object assembly</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter–number sequencing</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial relationships</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIQ</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIQ</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIQ</td>
<td>82.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; n.s.: non-significant.
asymmetry, while the distribution for NSV criminals is mesokurtic. The sex offenders’ distribution tends to show a higher proportion of borderline subjects (65–75), as well as a higher proportion of low-IQ subjects, than is the case with the NSV criminals. In fact, differences between incarcerated sex offenders and NSV criminals are seen not only in the mean scores, but also clearly in the shape of the distributions.

6. Discussion

The results from the current study indicate that sex offenders differ from non-sexual violent criminals in terms of IQ. Differences between sex offenders and NSV criminals are particularly significant on total and performance IQ scores. When compared with NSV criminals, sex offenders showed significantly lower results on performance scales. While research on NSV criminals tends to show mental imbalance (higher performance on non-verbal than on verbal IQ), sex offenders tend to perform poorly on virtually all scales.

In past studies, sample selection problems may have led to the idea that sex offenders were mostly comparable to NSV criminals in terms of their performance on IQ tests. But due to several methodological drawbacks found in these studies, one cannot effectively conclude that there are no differences between NSV criminals and sex offenders. Using a sample of comparable offenders and a validated IQ test, the present data provide support for the idea that incarcerated sex offenders may constitute a different group of subjects from NSV criminals, one that is characterized by limited intellectual performance (Ruff et al., 1976). Considering the differences found in the nature of the distributions, studies not taking into account the lower end of the IQ curve (Hall, 1988) may have blurred the fact that incarcerated sex offenders, when compared with other serious criminals, show higher proportions of intellectually limited subjects (Blanchard et al., 1999).
An examination of score distributions indicates that 35.7% of the sex offenders obtained a score below 75, and 25.1% of the subjects obtained a score below 70. Although some researchers have observed similar results (Williams, 1999), we must bear in mind that according to the rules of the Gaussian curve, 95.45% should be within two standard deviations (Blalock, 1972). Our results show that sex offenders, compared with the normal population, show 10 times more subjects with scores below 70 than would normally be expected. Such a proportion is higher than other results observed with violent recidivists (Bonta, Harris, Zinger, & Carriere, 1996). The fact that there is a larger proportion of such intellectually limited sex offenders than one would expect may in part explain the results found in some of the specific literature on mentally retarded sex offenders (Day, 1994; Gilby, Woolf, & Goldberg, 1989), and the existence of treatment programs for such particular institutionalized populations (Coleman & Haaven, 1998; Demetral, 1994; Haaven, Little, & Petre-Miller, 1990; Lund, 1992; Schilling & Schinke, 1988; Swanson & Garwick, 1990). Unfortunately, all too frequently, research results lead to the idea that sex offenders are no different from other offenders in terms of IQ and that treatment programs should be designed for either “normal” sex offenders or intellectually limited sex offenders. Our results clearly show that most sex offenders tend to perform poorly on IQ tests and would greatly benefit from already developed, specifically-tailored treatment programs that take such limitations into account and do not simply apply the arsenal of cognitive–behavioral techniques that were originally developed for normal-range intellectual performance subjects. Overall, the results presented in the current study induce us to question the use of generic treatment programs for sex offenders, as some of these program modules have generally been developed for non-sexual offenders. Certain treatment programs oriented towards reducing recidivism may focus on setting goals that are difficult to achieve and by doing so, encourage treatment dropout. The relationship between IQ and treatment dropout has been established elsewhere (Lueger & Cadman, 1982), as has the relationship between treatment dropout and recidivism (Marques, Day, Nelson, & West, 1994).

In recent years, there has been a growing public awareness of and increasing alarm about sex crimes, especially those perpetrated on juvenile victims. The mechanisms of penal system filtering may help us to understand the overrepresentation of low-functioning sex offenders in correctional facilities. According to Ouimet (2002), public opinion has recently called for stricter enforcement of sex crime laws and harsher punishment of sex offenders by the courts. Much of the apparent increase in sex offending could be the result of an increase in the reporting and recording of sex crimes, particularly those perpetrated on children. Fig. 2 illustrates such a hypothetical penal filtering process and offers a possible explanation for differences in IQ curve shapes between sex offenders and NSV criminals. It shows that borderline-IQ sex offenders, especially child molesters, tend to “penetrate” deeper into the penal system. A recent trend toward more public support for harsher punishment of sex criminals, especially child molesters, may have skewed the IQ distribution through an increase in the reporting of crimes committed by low-IQ subjects, who in the past had frequently benefited from penal immunity for their benign or non-sexual crimes. In a recent study, Guay, Ouimet, and Proulx (2004) suggested the idea that the sample composition tends to change from the level of police detection, to federal incarceration, to psychiatric treatment. The results of that study put forward the idea that this increased “penetration” of the justice system is associated with an overrepresentation of sex offenders with juvenile victims. In fact, all things being equal, child molesters tend to be 2.2 times more likely than other subgroups to be given a sentence of two or more years of incarceration. Such a tendency towards overrepresentation of child molesters is exacerbated when treatment is considered in a special facility, with child molesters having 1.3 more chances of being selected for treatment in a psychiatric facility (Guay et al., 2004). Therefore,
considering that penal filtering tends to judge perpetrators of sexual crimes on minor victims more severely, no matter what the intellectual level of the perpetrator is, it is not surprising to find larger proportions of these subjects in a sample of incarcerated sex offenders.

One explanation of the results found in this study might be related to the very specific nature of sex crimes. Research on sex offender taxonomy strongly suggests a great heterogeneity of motivations (Groth & Birnbaum, 1979; Groth, Burgess, & Holmstrom, 1977; Knight & Prentky, 1990), criminal careers (Boutin, 1999), and choices of victims (Guay, Proulx, Cusson, & Ouimet, 2001) among perpetrators of those crimes. Although there is considerable heterogeneity among sex offenders, one finds a limited number of prototypic stable subtypes (Guay et al., 2001; Knight & Prentky, 1990; Knight et al., 1985; McKibben, 1993). In fact, certain sex offender subtypes may be seen as variations of NSV criminals whose deviant behaviors have included sexual coercion. For them, sexual offending is, among other things, another manifestation of their low impulse control. Other offenders have very specialized criminal careers (Boutin, 1999; Proulx et al., 2001), sex being the central focus of their crimes. Recently, a number of researchers (Guay, 2001; Knight, 2001) have submitted the idea, using recent taxometric methods (Meehl, 1973; Meehl & Yonce, 1996; Ruscio & Ruscio, 2004), that a subgroup of highly sexualized subjects may form a hypersexual taxon. These subjects, mainly characterized by sexual preoccupation, sexual compulsivity, an active fantasy life and the highest level of offense planning, have also been shown to have the highest IQ scores of all sex offenders (Guay, 2001).

With regard to the hypersexual taxon hypothesis, Fig. 3 presents an alternative interpretation of the skewed platykurtic distribution for sex offenders presented in Fig. 1. This figure may possibly portray the merged distributions of not two but three different types of offenders, namely, non-taxonic sex offenders (or complement subgroups not characterized by hypertrophy of their sex drive), a hypersexual taxon, and NSV criminals. The hypothesis of a merged distribution of two qualitatively different subgroups of sex offenders could explain the levelling off of the curve as depicted in Fig. 1. On the one hand, low-IQ sex offenders could be conceived of as an extension of the left-end curve of NSV criminals, characterized by high levels of impulsivity and low self-control, for whom sexual crimes are only a small proportion of their polymorphous criminality. On the other hand, a small proportion of sex offenders exhibiting a normal-level IQ would for the most part be composed of hypersexual taxon subjects. The idea of a hypersexual taxon, as described here, could also be
consistent with the hypothesis of sexually motivated criminals’ cognitive functioning resembling that of paraphiliacs, since their behavioral manifestations of low self-control are mostly limited to deviant and non-deviant sexual activities.

7. Limitations of the study

The current study is clearly not without its limitations. First, while the sample chosen was adequate to allow us to compare NSV criminals with sex offenders, it was not representative of all sexual criminals. The sex offenders and NSV criminals were selected from a population of serious offenders sentenced to two or more years of incarceration. The two main factors affecting decision making throughout the criminal justice system (from the arrest decision to the release decision) are the seriousness of the crime committed and the prior criminal record of the offender (Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 1988). A larger sample of offenders, including subjects incarcerated for less than 2 years (i.e., a sample of provincial inmates or of individuals given alternative penalties such as fines, probation, or community work), could provide important additional information on the hypothesis of the differential processing of cases through the judicial system. Also, the choice of considering the entire sample as a homogeneous subset was made for practical reasons. However, the use of an empirically validated taxonomic system (Knight & Prentky, 1990) or even the use of a descriptive classification based on simple criteria (e.g., age and sex of the victim, relationship between the offender and his victim) might have provided us with a clearer view of the intellectual deficits of sex offenders.
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